Learning from interpretation transition using differentiable logic programming
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Summary

Results
1. Handling with mislabeled data
2. Handling with incomplete data

Inference in the meta-info learner

3. Handling with first-order logic program
Ø Using propositionalization method to generate first-order
The description of learning from interpretation transition (LFIT)

- We propose D-LFIT, an inductive logic programming (ILP)
learner based on neural networks.
- D-LFIT fast learns logic programs from interpretation
transitions.
- D-LFIT fast learn logic programs from incomplete data and
mislabeled data.

Activation
function

Inference in the interpretation learner

Fuzzy or operator:
product t-norm

feature table. We use bottom clause propositionalization
algorithm (BCP) to generate first-order features, and regard them
as pairs of attribute-value. Then we use D-LFIT to learn firstorder logic programs from these features.

Loss function (H is the cross-entropy function)
D-LFIT generates first-order rules

Architecture & Results

Method

Discussions
1. D-LFIT is an inductive logic programming learner,
which can learn propositional logic programs from
mislabeled data or incomplete data.

The matrices for propositional logic programs called NOR
matrices.
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2. Through adopting the BCP algorithm, we can learn
first-order logic programs from relational
databases.
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The number of non zero
elements in each line
equals the number of
different literals in the
corresponding rule.

3. D-LFIT is a robust, fast leaner, which
can curriculum learning strategy to learn
knowledge from data.

NOR matrix

The number of rules m in a same head variable logic program P and
the number of literals n in a disjunctive normal form rule with the same
!
head with P hold: 𝑚 ≤ 𝐶(𝑛, ⌊ ⌋).
"

The matrices for same head variable logic programs called SHV
p q r
matrices.
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4. We will devise more constrains to make the
generated logic programs meet the destinated
format.

According to the index
information of non-zero
elements in each line,
we can extract the
corresponding logic rule.

SHV matrix

5. We will apply the D-LFIT on other dataset such
like knowledge graph.

D-LFIT handles incomplete data

D-LFIT handles mislabeled data

